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Press release 

CAVALLUNA - „CELEBRATION!“: Europe‘s most popular horse show is back

For many years, APASSIONATA has thrilled hundreds of thousands of spectators with its ever-popular horse 
shows and unforgettable scenery. Now the unique show will finally be back in Prague and not only with a new 
programme, but also with a new brand name: APASSIONATA has become CAVALLUNA, a brand that reflects the 
new quality and presentation of the shows and is already established in Germany, Austria and Switzerland. The 
core of the format remains the same: the audience gets to see beautiful horses, high-class choreography, emotio-
nally charged music and breathtaking effects, framed by a wonderful story. With the programme 
CAVALLUNA - „CELEBRATION!“, the show also celebrates its return after the forced break due to the worldwide 
pandemic and invites young and old to marvel and dream!

The format of the show is very special for this occasion: the stories penned by Emmy-nominated creative direc-
tor Klaus Hillebrecht have enchanted audiences in recent years - a compilation of the most beautiful scenic and 
equestrian highlights of past programmes, which have not yet been seen in Prague, will now be brought to life 
in a high-quality show, thus duly celebrating the return of CAVALLUNA! With „CELEBRATION!“, the audience will 
have the opportunity to experience the most popular equestrian teams and riding styles up close again and thus 
admire unforgettable performances. From magical liberty dressage and action-packed trick riding to harmonious 
dressage, light-hearted comedy and breathtaking LED acts: CAVALLUNA is the continuation of the ever-popular 
show format and will captivate the audience.   

„Due to Corona, our show business has come to a standstill for a good year and a half for the first time in its 
almost 20-year existence - a difficult time, both for our company, our performers and of course our audience. To 
appropriately celebrate the new beginning and the end of this dark period, we will present an unprecedented 
show from October 2021 to March 2022: ‚CELEBRATION!‘“ explains Johannes Mock-O‘Hara, Managing Director of 
Apassionata World GmbH. „The breathtaking compilation of technically elaborate and above all beautiful scenes, 
all together in just one show, is a gift to our audience, but also to ourselves. That‘s why we as a team are incredi-
bly excited about this brilliant show, which duly celebrates our return to the stages of Europe,“ says Mock-O‘Hara. 

As always, CAVALLUNA delights with unparalleled horsemanship and diversity: The big stars of the shows like 
Bartolo Messina with breathtaking moments of freedom dressage, the teams around Luis Valença with the 
high school and Sebastián Fernández as master of Doma Vaquera, Sylvie Willms with her great freedom with 14 
horses but also the trick riders of the Equipe Hasta Luego with their action-packed stunts, the versatile Giona 
family with Hungarian Post and many others finally come together again to offer the audience an unprecedented 
spectacle and make them forget the hard times of the last months. From imposing Friesians to elegant Arabians 
and cute mini ponies - there is something for everyone! And whether big or small: CAVALLUNA - „CELEBRATION!“ 
offers every spectator unique and unforgettable moments! 
 

Tickets and further informationen about the show at www.cavalluna.com.
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